Impact of the FairTax on Wages
Under the FairTax, what you make will be what you keep. Income and payroll taxes will no longer be
withheld from employees’ paychecks. The self-employed will no longer be subject to income and selfemployment taxes.
The FairTax will have a pronounced positive impact on the after-tax real wages of the American people.
Real wages will increase because:
•
•
•
•
•

Higher investment levels will increase the productivity of employees;
The economy will grow more rapidly, increasing the demand for workers and improving job
opportunities;
The economy will become more productive because we will waste fewer resources on needless
paperwork related to complying with an overly complex tax system;
American-based businesses will be more competitive in the international marketplace because of the
improved tax climate and lower compliance costs;
American-foreign and domestically produced goods will be taxed equally, instead of foreignproduced goods enjoying a tax advantage as under current law.

The income of some people will increase because they will find working more attractive in the absence
of income and payroll taxes, and they may choose to work more or at a second job. Others may choose
to work less because they are making more money per hour worked, and it is easier for them to meet their
personal financial goals. In either case, people will be better off.
The most important cause of higher real wages is a higher level of capital investment per worker. A
worker or farmer is more productive if he has more machinery and equipment to work with, particularly
new equipment that incorporates the latest technological innovations. Higher productivity leads to higher
real wages. It is impossible, on a sustained basis, for an employer to pay workers higher wages than their
productivity justifies because employers that did so would go out of business. Higher investment levels
per hour worked explain as much as 97 percent of the increase in inflation-adjusted wages since 1948, as
can be seen in Figure 1.1
Virtually all economic models project a much healthier economy if a federal sales tax replaces the
current tax system. These models typically project that the economy will be 10 to 14 percent larger in 10
years.2 A dynamic, growing economy will provide more and better paying jobs. Employers will need
more and better-trained workers.
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Figure 1: This figure shows the positive correlation between real wage rates and capital investment per
hours worked, from 1947 to 1992. During this time period, the amount of capital per hour worked
increased steadily and these increases led to increases in real wage rates over the same time period.

Today we spend $225 billion per year -- nearly $1,000 for every American – complying with the present
tax system.3 We spend much more money complying with the tax system than we do building every
automobile and airplane built in the country.4 Under a federal sales tax, well over three-quarters of these
resources could be redirected toward more useful pursuits,5 and the productivity and competitiveness of
our industries will increase.

Under a federal sales tax, businesses would be able to compete much more effectively in the international
marketplace than under our present tax system. If U.S. firms are more competitive, they will need to
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employ more workers. As the demand for U.S. workers rises, employment and wages will increase.
Because compliance costs and the overall tax burden would be lower, firms manufacturing in the United
States would be better able to compete than today. Firms could sell their product at a lower price and
still achieve the same rate of return for their investors.
Under a federal sales tax, foreign-produced goods would pay the same tax as U.S. manufactured goods.
Under the current tax system, imported goods bear no income or payroll tax on the value added abroad.
Similarly, U.S. goods exported abroad contain embedded income and payroll taxes that must be included
in the price of the good, reducing the competitiveness of U.S. firms.
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